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A sensitive Pollution monitor (10ppb) tied with the triple radio Bluetooth Detector provides 
Cities with a powerful set of tools to manage traffic and prevent pollution events.

The Bluetooth detector provides five times the detection rates of standard Bluetooth and 
when tied in with the most sensitive gas sensor available today, allows Cities to implement 
data supported environmental plans.

Developed after a Transport for London project showed the need for real-time information 
in traffic management. 

  

 

POLLUTION MONITOR   

 

BLUETOOTH SENSOR
Low-cost, Ultra Sensitive gas sensor 
for pollution detection. Can measure 
as low as 10 parts per billion. With alert 
functions and real-time data for traffic 
management. Versions available for 
Particulates, Carbon Monoxide and 
Nitrogen Oxide.

The results of three years of research 
with a leading University resulted in a 
3rd generation Bluetooth radio detection 
system, increasing the accuracy by a 
factor of five over previous models. The 
R&D started after conducting trials with 
Transport for London for Pollution and 
Bluetooth Journey Time.

u Sensitivity 10 ppb, Calibration 2 years interval
u Response Time from zero to 2,000 ppb <60s
u Alert Mode - Email, SMS, Web URL
u Power Passive PoE 12V to 24V
u Local or Cloud Storage SQL Server
u UTMC Server Support
u Real-Time Web display
u Complete range of Sensors
u Three electrode electrochemical cells
u 3G, 4G, WiFi, Bluetooth, LoRaWAN, ZigBee, Mesh

Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice.   E&OE

u 5 Times detection of normal Bluetooth detectors
u 3 radios detect three different Bluetooth types
u WiFi detection option
u SQL server for long term traffic Analysis
u UTMC Server real-time XML feed
u All UTMC servers supported
u Power Passive PoE 12V to 24V
u Local or Cloud Storage SQL Server
u Real–Time Web page with Journey Time display
u 3G, 4G, WiFi, Bluetooth, LoRaWAN, ZigBee, Mesh
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BLUETOOTH SENSOR
The IA Bluetooth has three antennas 
and a powerful quad core computer. By 
capturing multiple Bluetooth modes the 
unit can collect five times the vehicles 
normal Bluetooth detectors can.

The Bluetooth device is planned to be 
used for a number of functions which can 
be downloaded to the processor providing 
many additional functions.

The IA device provides a real-time feed of 
the information via XML to UTMC servers 
and has an SQL and Web display of the 
data.

By analysing the data A.I. software can be 
used to predict congestion issues.

A beacon facility is planned that will allow 
vehicles to be provided with information 
on traffic conditions.

  

 

ROUTE ANALYSIS
The data for all bluetooth detections is 
stored in an SQL server. As a vehicle 
passes a junction the route it takes can 
be followed as it passes other junctions. 
Queries on the SQL server allow details of 
the routes taken by vehicles. This data is 
available to the council on a local server or 
Cloud server.

  

 

5 TIMES NORMAL BLUETOOTH

Discoverable (Normal) = 548 Devices
Antenna 2 = 1748 Devices
Antenna 3 = 868 Devices
Detections in a set period broken down by type.

Three antennas all measuring different 
signal types gives five times the detection 
rate of normal Bluetooth detectors.

  

 

POLLUTION PLANS
On detection of Pollution in a congested 
area, new traffic plans can be added to 
the UTMC system to push traffic in other 
directions, or simply hold them in areas 
where pollution is not an issue. Use of 
Route Analysis can lead to a different flow 
through the city at different times of the 
day. 

  

 

TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
NOW Wireless invested in XANLABS 
after winning a Transport for London 
Pollution and Bluetooth Journey Time 
project.  Realising that just measuring 
the information was not enough and 
being unable to find real-time solutions, it  
invested in XANLABS. This UK R&D team 
developed the products over three years.

  

 

REAL-TIME
Providing Journey time is not the only 
goal. By providing real-time movement 
information of vehicles in the city UTMC 
plans can be made to respond to the 
inputs from these detectors. The IA 
Bluetooth provides multiple data feeds 
for multiple use of traffic management 
servers.

  

 

  

 

POLLUTION SENSOR
Using an Advanced Gas Sensor and a 
quad core computer, the IA NO2 can 
provide gas measurements of NO2  to 10 
parts per billion, allowing cities real-time 
response to pollution events.

Because it reads multiple times per 
second and builds a pollution profile, the 
sensor is able to report to UTMC systems 
every minute on the current pollution level. 
Using this information in real-time allows 
traffic flows to be modified.

The sensor provides a real-time XML feed 
to UTMC systems, as well as storing the 
data in an SQL server and displaying it on 
a web page.

An A.I. version is planned to give Cities 
predictive capability, allowing earlier traffic 
planning.

  

 

SENSOR TYPES

u IA CO Carbon Monoxide
u IA NO Nitric Oxide
u IA SO2 Sulphur Dioxide
u IA H2S Hydrogen Sulfide
u IA SO2 Sulphur Dioxide
u IA O3 Ozone
u IA O3NO2 Ozone and NO2
u IA CL2 Chlorine.
u IA Particle N2 Particulates


